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Abstract

A new continuous chromatographic process (Varicol) has been presented recently. Its basic principle consists, in contrast
to the traditional simulated moving bed (SMB) technology, of anasynchronous shift of the inlet /outlet lines in a
multi-column system with a recycle loop. Due to the stronger influence of the discrete dynamics on the plant behavior, the
design of a Varicol process requires the use of model-based optimization to take advantage of the very high flexibility of this
process. The equilibrium theory which has been successfully applied to SMB by many practitioners fails to predict the region
of complete separation accurately. In this paper, we present a rigorous model-based optimization framework, which can
handle the SMB and the novel Varicol process in a systematic manner. The feasibility of the approach is demonstrated by the
separation of a mixture of propranolol isomers which exhibits a highly non-linear multi-component adsorption behavior.
Experimental results are presented and discussed.
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1 . Introduction gaining more and more attention due to its advan-
tages in terms of productivity and eluent consump-

Preparative chromatography is attracting more and tion[2,4]. Most applications of the SMB process are
more interest from the fine chemical and pharma- developed with liquid mobile phases, but also exten-
ceutical industry[1–3], both for product develop- sions to the gas phase as well as to supercritical
ment and commercial production. Preparative chro- liquids were reported[5–8]. Both cases are of great
matographic processes can be classified into two importance to industry and academic research, since
categories: discontinuous (batch) or continuous oper- the separated mixture is solvent-free, which avoids
ating modes. Even though the batch or elution further post-processing operations.
chromatography mode has found the largest number Varicol is a new multi-column continuous process
of applications up to now[1], simulated moving bed that has been described recently[9,10]. It can be
(SMB) chromatography as a continuous process is operated in all fields where SMB is employed. Both

the SMB and the Varicol process consist of a number
of columns connected in series with inlet /outlet ports
between the columns. In the SMB process, all inlet /*Corresponding author. Tel.:149-231-755-5173; fax:149-
outlet lines are shifted simultaneously. In contrast,231-755-5129.
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the Varicol process. Thus, the Varicol process offers was applied experimentally to the separation of a
additional degrees of freedom, the subintervals after racemic mixture of propranolol, ab-blocker. After
which the different ports are moved relative to the model validation, optimization runs were carried out
main period. By suitable choice of these subintervals for different numbers of columns. In the 6-column
the average number of columns in the different case the determined optimal operating points were
zones of the Varicol process during one period can be tested experimentally. The results are shown and
influenced; in contrast to the SMB process, they are discussed.
rational numbers. The introduction of these parame-
ters simplifies the process description[10,11]. The
additional flexibility of the Varicol process can be 2 . The principle of the SMB and of the Varicol
used to optimize the column distribution among the processes
different zones. This explains the higher efficiency in
terms of separated product per amount of solid-phase SMB is a practical way of implementing a coun-
compared to an SMB process. This was demon- ter-current chromatographic process[1,14]. A sim-
strated in two theoretical case studies consisting of a plified description of the process is given inFig. 1. It
sugar-mixture with a linear adsorption isotherm and consists of several chromatographic columns con-
a mixture of amino isomers with a strongly non- nected in series to build a closed-loop system. A
linear adsorption behavior[11]. In this work, the counter-current motion of the solid phase with
definition of the Varicol process was restricted to a respect to the liquid phase is simulated byperiod-
subset of the possible configurations, so that at least ically and simultaneously moving the inlet and outlet
two optimization runs were needed in order to lines by one column in the direction of the liquid
explore the whole search space. flow[15–17]. According to the position of the

In order to remove this restriction, a new defini- columns relative to the feed and the draw-off nodes,
tion of the optimization variables of the Varicol the process can be divided into four different sec-
process was introduced in[12]. It consists of a tions (seeFig. 1), each with a specific role in the
recursive scheme for the calculation of the initial separation process:
column distribution and the normalized switching (i) Zone I between eluent and extract lines: desorp-
subintervals from given zone lengths. This optimi- tion of the more retained component
zation strategy was applied to a linear sugar mixture (ii) Zone II between extract and feed lines: desorp-
(fructose/glucose) yielding 5% to 30% (depending tion of the less retained component
on the number of columns) more feed throughput (iii)Zone III between feed and raffinate lines: ad-
compared to an SMB process operated under the sorption of the more retained component
same conditions. Moreover, it was found that the (iv) Zone IV between raffinate and eluent lines:
smaller the total number of columns, the more adsorption of the less retained component.
efficient is the novel Varicol process in comparison In the SMB process, the lines are shiftedsyn-
to SMB. This was observed also by Ludemann et al. chronously [18,19] and the number of columns in
[13], where the Varicol process was applied to the each zone of the process is constant over time,
separation of the SB-553261 racemate. The process regardless of the location of the inlet /outlet lines.
design in this study was only partly performed by The column configuration of the SMB process can
rigorous optimization. therefore be described by specifying how the col-

In this work, we report the first experimental umns are distributed among the zones. For example,
verification of the rigorous optimization strategy a configuration of1/2/2/1 in a 6-column system
developed for the Varicol process. This paper is represents a system where zones I and IV always
structured as follows: in the first section, the Varicol consist of one column and zones II and III always
process is introduced. The second section describes consist of two columns (seeFig. 1).
the models for SMB and Varicol processes, which The Varicol process is a new multicolumn continu-
provides the prerequisite for a rigorous optimization. ous process described inFig. 2. This new process is
The optimization strategy is presented thereafter. It based on anasynchronous shift of the inlet /outlet
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Fig. 1. Chronogram of a 6-column SMB process with column configuration 1/2/2/1.

lines over time (seeFig. 2). Therefore the dis- While the SMB process inFig. 1 has an integer
tribution of the columns between the zones does not column distribution of (1, 2, 2, 1), the Varicol
remain constant during the period. A compact way to process described inFig. 2 is characterized by a
describe the Varicol column configuration is to use rational average number of columns in each zone.
the average number of columns in each zone of the The sum of the average lengths of the zones must in
system. As shown inFig. 2, the number of columns both cases be equal to the total number of columns:
in zone I isone during a quarter of the period and 4

]two for the rest of the period. This corresponds to an ON 5N 56 (2)i col,total
i51average number of columns of:

]
so that only three of the zone lengthsN can be11 3 7] chosen independently. A Varicol process is thus] ] ]N 5 1 ? 1 2 ? 5 (1)1 4 4 4 characterized by the total number of chromatograph-
ic columnsN used and by three average zonecol,totalfor zone I.
lengths, for example, of the zones I to III, theAnalogously, for the other zones
switching timet and the different flow-rates.

Unlike a 4-zone SMB process, where for a 4-6 9 7] ] ]
] ] ]N 5 , N 5 , N 5 column system only one configuration is viable (12 3 44 4 4

column in each zone), in a Varicol process, there is a
results. range of possible configurations even in this case.
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7 6 9 2
] ] ] ]Fig. 2. Chronogram of a 6-column Varicol process with average zone lengths of / / / .4 4 4 4

Desorbent node Q 1Q 5QThus the Varicol process is a promising alternative to IV De I
out inSMB when few columns are used. c Q 5 c Q i 5 1, 2i,IV IV i,I I

Extract node Q 2Q 5QI Ex II

Feed node Q 1Q 5QII Fe III3 . Modeling
out inc Q 1 c Q 5 c Q i 5 1, 2i,II II i,Fe Fe i,III III

Raffinate node Q 2Q 5QA lot of work has been published on the modeling III Ra IV

of chromatographic processes[20–22]. Only the (3)
most important aspects will be briefly discussed here.

Here Q denote the internal flow-rates in theAccurate dynamic models of multi-column continu- I . . . IV

corresponding zones,Q , Q , Q andQ are theous chromatographic processes consist of dynamic De Ex Fe Ra
out inmodels of each column and the description of the external flow-rates andc and c denote thei i

periodic port switching. From mass balances around concentrations of theith component in the stream
the inlet and the outlet nodes, the internal fluid leaving or entering the respective zone. A single
velocities of the columns and the product concen- chromatographic column can be described accurately
trations can be calculated (node model[23]): by thegeneral rate model [20,22,24]which accounts
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2for all important non-idealities of the column, i.e. 3k≠c 12´ ≠ c ≠cl,ii b i i
] ]] ] ] ]axial dispersion, pore diffusion and the mass transfer 1 ? c 2 c 5D ? 2 u ?S D i p,i ur5r ax,i 2s dp≠t ´ r ≠x≠xb pbetween liquid and solid phase. We assume that the

≠c ≠c≠q 1 ≠solid phase consists of porous, uniform and spherical p,i p,ii 2] ]] ] ]S ]]D(12´ ) ? 1 ´ ? 2´ D ? rF Gp p p p,i 2particles (radiusR , radial coordinater) with a void ≠t ≠t ≠r ≠rp r
fraction´ and that a local equilibrium is establishedp 5 0
within the pores. The concentration ofith solute

q 5 f c , . . . ,c (4)s di p,1 p,nspcomponent is denoted byc in the fluid phase and byi

q in the solid phase.́ is the void fraction of thei b
eq The initial and boundary conditions arebulk phase,D the axial dispersion coefficient,cax i

the equilibrium concentration,k the film mass inl,i c 5 c ; c 5 c (0, r, x),i,t50 i p,i,t50 p,itransfer resistance andD the diffusion coefficientp,i
≠c ≠cui iinwithin the particle pores. The concentration within ] ]] ]5 ? c 2 c ; 5 0s dU Ui i≠x D ≠x (5)the pores is denoted byc . Then the following set ax,iz50 z5Lp,i

≠cof partial differential equations can be derived from a k≠c p iU U] ] ]]50; 5 ? c 2 cr5r i p,i,r5rs dmass balance around an infinitely small cross-section p p≠r r50 ≠r ´ Dp p,i
of the column, if a constant radial distribution ofu
and c is assumed: The adsorption equilibrium has to be determinedi

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the simulated and experimental axial profiles at the cyclic steady state, 6-column SMB process operated at the
conditions listed in column I ofTable 1.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the simulated and experimental axial profiles at the cyclic steady state, 6-column SMB process operated at the
conditions listed in column II ofTable 1.

experimentally. For the mixture under investigation tion gradients in the bulk-fluid phase can be very
we obtained a good agreement (seeFigs. 3–6) steep. This method was first applied to SMB pro-

¨between experimental results and simulation by cesses by Dunnebier et al.[24–26]. The resulting
choosing a modified competitive Langmuir adsorp- ordinary differential equations can be integrated
tion isotherm: using an ODE solver such as the package ‘‘lsodi’’

developed by Hindmarsh et al.[27], which is based
Nk ci p,i on a modification of Gear’s method for stiff ODEs.]]]]q 5l c 1 , i 51, . . . ,nsp (6)nspi i p,i The general rate model can be solved about two

11Ok cj p, j orders of magnitude faster than real-time and is the
j51

basis of the systematic optimization of operating
parameters for both the SMB and the Varicol processThe resulting system of coupled partial differential
discussed below.equations can be solved efficiently using the numeri-

cal technique introduced by Gu[20], where a finite
element discretization of the bulk phase is combined
with orthogonal collocation of the solid phase. The

4 . The optimization strategyfinite element method with higher order interpolation
functions (quadratic functions are used in this work)

In Klatt et al. [25], the model-based optimizationprovides a very powerful method for stiff systems as
of the operating parameters of continuous chromato-chromatographic separations, where the concentra-
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Fig. 5. Optimal cyclic steady state of a 6-column SMB process: comparison of simulation and experiment operated at the conditions listed
in column I of Table 2.

graphic processes was introduced in the context of similar fashion. The goal is to minimize specific
online-control of chromatographic processes. The separation costs for a given plant, meeting the
goal is to find optimal operating parameters for a required product purities after the process has
given separation task on a given plant. The optimi- reached the cyclic steady state (CSS). For the
zation of the distribution of the columns over the specification of the CSS, the operatorF is intro-
zones, i.e. whether the column configuration (1, 2, 2, duced. It represents the process dynamics and the
1) is better than (2, 1, 2, 1) etc., is a design issue for switching operations between two switching inter-
SMB chromatography and is dealt with in other vals. LetF(c ) denote the new axial concentrationax,k

publications (see e.g. Karlseen et al.[28]). It leads to profile relative to the feed port at the end of a
a complex mixed integer nonlinear program switching period, wherec is the concentrationax,k

(MINLP). An interesting feature of the Varicol profile at the end of the previous period. In the cyclic
process, which will be illustrated in more detail steady state, the axial concentration profilec atax,k

below, is that the choice of the column distribution the end of periodk must not change from period to
and the optimization of the operating parameter period, i.e.:
become closely related issues. c 2 c 5F(c )2 c 5 0 (7)ax,k11 ax,k ax,k ax,kThe problem of finding optimal operating parame-
ters for SMB or Varicol can be formulated in a which is checked numerically as
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Fig. 6. Optimal cyclic steady state of a 6-column Varicol process: comparison of simulation and experiment operated at the conditions listed
in column II of Table 2.

tk11

iF(c )2 c i#´ (8)ax,k ax,k steady E c (t) dtA,Ex
27 26 tk´ is a constant (between 10 and 10 ). Then,steady ]]]]]]]Pur 5 , PurtEx,k Ra,kk11given a SMB or Varicol process with a total number

of columns N , the optimization problem is E c (t)1 c (t) dtcol,total f gA,Ex B,Ex

tstated as follows: k

tk11min Cost (k)specu E c (t) dts.t. B,Ra

tiF(c )2 c i#´ kax,k ax,k steady ]]]]]]]5 (10)(9) tk11Pur $PurEx,k Ex,min E c (t)1 c (t) dtPur $Pur f gA,Ra B,RaRa,k Ra,min

tkQ #Qm max

and on the internal flow-rate in the first zone:where the vectoru of optimization variables in the
SMB case consists of the flow-rates of eluent,

Q #Q (11)I maxextract, feed and recycle streams, and the switching
period t. In the Varicol case, the three average

] ]
lengths of the zonesN –N are added to the set of The maximal admissible pressure drop in the plantI III

free variables. Inequality constraints are imposed on Dp implies, according to Darcy’s law, a certainmax

the product purities (see Eq. (9)): maximal internal flow-rate in the column:
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graphical design (known as the triangle theory)Dpmax
]]5 k Q (12) [29,30]:0 maxLcol

Q t 2 V́ * Q 1which must not be exceeded. Herek denotes an i i0 ]]] ] ]m 5 ; 2 (15)S Di Q FV(12´*)experimental factor. In the Varicol case, an additional s

linear equality constraint on the sum of the average
where´* 5´ 1 (12´ )´ denotes the total porositylengths of the zones: b b p

and V is the total volume of a column. Both
3
] transformations are similar. Theb-factors are pre-ON #N (13)i col,total ferred as optimization variables here, because theyi51

] are, in contrast to them values, approximately in themust be added becauseN must be nonnegative.4 same range.The objective function must be specified based on
For the solution of the optimization problem (9)the available data: If cost data exist for adsorbent,

we use a sequential algorithm, which was proposeddesorbent, investment, depreciation etc., a detailed
in [24,25]. The degrees of freedomb , Q and the1–4 fcost function can be minimized. In other cases the ] ]
average lengths of the zonesN –N are added in theI IIIdominant factors can be considered, e.g. the desor-
Varicol case and are modified by the optimizationbent consumption for a given throughput can be
algorithm in an outer loop and then transformed backminimized, which often has a strong impact on the
into flow-rates, initial column distribution andspecific separation costs due to costly solvent re-
switching times. In the inner loop, the cyclic steadycycling, or the objective can be to maximize the feed
state is calculated by direct dynamic simulation. Thethroughput[11].
purity constraints are evaluated by integration of theThe natural degrees of freedom, already men-
elution profile at the steady state. The nonlineartioned above, are the flow-rates of desorbentQ ,De program in the outer loop is solved by the feasibleextract Q , feed Q and recycleQ , and theEx Fe IV path SQP solver FFSQP[31]. Here some of theswitching periodt. However, this results in an ill-
gradients of the constraints with respect to theconditioned optimization problem. The numerical
optimization variables can be calculated explicitly,tractability can be improved by introducing the so-
while the other gradients of the constraints as well ascalledb-factors via a nonlinear transformation of the
the gradients of the objective function are evaluatednatural degrees of freedom[23]:
by perturbation methods.

12´ ´b b
]] ]]Q 5 , F 5s Vt 12´b

Q Q1 1 1 11 2 5 . An optimization study] ] ] ] ] ]b 5 2 , b 5 2S D S S DD1 2H Q F H Q FA s B s

Q Q1 1 1 1 1 13 4
] ] ] ] ] ] ] ]5 ( 2 ) , 5 2S D S S DDb H Q F b H Q F 5 .1. Description of the pilot plant3 A s 4 B s

(14)
A single multicolumn continuous pilot plant was

whereQ is the apparent solid flow-rate,H and H used for the comparison of the two processes. TheS A B

describe the slopes of the adsorption isotherm, which system hardware was designed to be operable under
are calculated in the non-linear case by linearization both the SMB and the Varicol regime. The control
of the adsorption isotherm for the feed concentration module and the operating strategy of the system is
c . The transformation reflects the fact that in a different depending on the tested process (SMB orf,i

counter-current process, not the net flow-rates are Varicol).
important, but rather their values relative to the The purification tests were performed using
apparent solid movement. For this reason, Morbidelli 10 mm diameter columns. The length of the packed
and co-workers introduced them-factors in their bed in each column was 100 mm. The system was
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described in [10,13]. A brief overview is given model (exactly for linear isotherm, otherwise approx-
below. imately).

The multi-column experimental unit is a Based on these parameters we optimized the SMB
downscale of an industrial system, and permits to process. The objective was to maximize the feed
perform separations of a few grams of product per throughput, and the target purities were set to 98.0%
day. in both product streams. We obtained the operating

The unit is composed of a maximum number of 8 point listed in the first column (I) ofTable 1.
columns (10 mm diameter, 100 mm length) con- However, experimentally only an extract purity of
nected in series. HPLC pumps (micro-pump, Armen 72.13% was reached. Following the triangle theory
Instruments, France) provide the appropriate re- [30], we slightly corrected this point manually, i.e.
circulation flow-rate through the recycling line and we have decreasedb and increasedb . As can be2 3

the appropriate flow-rate through the inlet /outlet seen in the second column (II) ofTable 1the target
lines. purities are now reached.

A 6-port valve is installed on the recycling line at During the two SMB experiments, 24 samples
the inlet to the first column. This 6-port valve each were collected at the recycling point, which can
enables to collect a liquid sample and to measure be used for the reconstruction of the internal con-
how the internal concentration changes over time at centration profiles at the cyclic steady state (CSS).
the inlet of the first column. As the concentration The CSS is reached 10–12 cycles after startup. A
profile shifts in the system due to switching, the cycle consists of six periods, equal to the number of
measurement of the internal concentration at differ- columns. We used the obtained experimental internal
ent times provide information on the internal con- concentration profiles for fine-tuning of the model
centration profile. This profile is of major importance parameters of thegeneral rate model. The following
for optimizing the process. An oven is used to parameters were estimated:
control and to regulate the temperature of the

p5 l , l , k , k , k , k (17)f g1 2 1 2 l,1 l,2columns and the valves on the unit.

The remaining parameters were either measured5 .2. Model validation
directly, e.g. the pore porosity, or were set to

The separation of the isomers of propranolol was
T able 1performed on Chiralpak AD, with an average particle
Operating points of the experiments used for the estimation ofsize of 20mm. The eluent was a mixture of heptane–
model parameters

ethanol–diethylamine (80:20:0.1). The temperature
I (Fig. 3) II ( Fig. 4)was set to 258C. In order to determine the adsorption

isotherms, we performed a few overloaded injec- Exp. Sim. Exp. Sim.

tions. The determination of the isotherm parameters Pur (%) 72.13 74.60 99.00 98.33Ex

was performed with the peak maxima method[32]. Pur (%) 99.95 100.00 98.75 98.22Ra

The column efficiency was characterized by measur-
b (–) 1.428 1.4281

ing the influence of the fluid velocity on the height b (–) 1.006 1.1582

equivalent to a theoretical plate. We obtained the b (–) 1.176 1.0283

b (–) 1.335 1.335following simplified Van Deemter equations for the 4

Q (ml /min) 6.71 6.72Detwo isomers:
Q (ml /min) 5.02 4.02Ex

24 Q (ml /min) 0.31 0.31FeH 5 4.10 10.25735u (16)
Q (ml /min) 2.00 3.00Ra

t (min) 1.18 1.18
]Afterwards, the parameters of thegeneral rate N (–) 1.0 1.01]
N (–) 2.0 2.0model were approximated according to the equival- 2]
N (–) 2.0 2.03ence formula given in[22], which relates the param- ]
N (–) 1.0 1.04eters of theplate mode to those of thegeneral rate
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standard values as the diffusion coefficientsD and the simulation model both operating points fulfil theax,i

D , since they have less influence compared to purities constraintsexactly. Experimentally, we ob-p,i

adsorption isotherms and mass transfer coefficients. tained the concentration profiles shown inFigs. 5
The parameter estimation consists of solving a non- and 6 and reached purities 2–6% less than the
linear least squares problem, in which the error simulated ones. Both processes reach a comparable
between simulation and experiment is minimized by average purity of approximately95.0% in both
manipulating the parameter vectorp. This problem product lines, while Varicol allows 17.0% more feed
was solved using the SQP optimizer E04UCF from throughput.
the NAG Library [33]. The parameters obtained are One can see inFigs. 5 and 6that the model
given in Appendix A. As can be seen fromFigs. 3 predicts the concentration profile of the less retained
and 4, the simulation model is in good agreement component well. The profile of the more strongly
with the measurements and provides a reasonable retained component is shifted further to the right as
basis for process optimization. the simulation predicts. Both operating points for

SMB and Varicol are the result of a rigorous model-
5 .3. Optimization results based optimization and the parameters obtained were

applied experimentally without taking into considera-
Using the corrected model parameters we first tion any safety margin. At the optimal operating

optimized SMB and then the Varicol process, both points, the sensitivity to model parameter errors is
for 6 columns. The resulting operating conditions are higher than at other points in the separation region
summarized inTable 2. In both optimizations, the [11], which explains to some extent the difference
throughput (i.e.Q ) was maximized for desired between model and plant data. InFig. 7, the sen-Fe

extract and raffinate purities of 98.0%. The maximal sitivity of the axial concentration profile to the
pressure drop was limited to 20 [bar]. According to isotherm slopek is demonstrated. A 5.0% error in1

both directions causes a large movement of the
position of the concentration fronts of the moreT able 2

Optimized operating points for SMB and Varicol with 6 chromato- retained component. A small variation of the re-
graphic columns tention can be explained by a variation of the column
Objective function Max(Q ): maximize the feed throughput temperature between the measurement of the iso-f

therms and the SMB/Varicol runs. In order to reachConstraints Pur . 5 98.00%Ex

the target purities of 98.0%, the optimization frame-Pur . 5 98.00%Ra

Dp 5 20 bar work presented here must be supplemented by on-max

line control. The design of such a controller isProcess SMB (Fig. 5) Varicol (Fig. 6)
however not trivial and will be subject of future

Sim. Exp. Sim. Exp.
research work. Nevertheless, the reached average

Pur (%) 98.00 96.33 98.00 97.70Ex purity 95.0% allowed a fair experimental comparison
Pur (%) 98.00 94.50 98.00 92.10Ra of SMB and Varicol.Pur (%) 98.00 95.41 98.00 94.90m

In Table 3, other numerical optimization results
b (–) 1.435 1.7971 for SMB and Varicol are reported which were carried
b (–) 1.050 1.0292 out for different total numbers of columns. Theb (–) 1.058 1.0593

common objective is to maximize the feed through-b (–) 1.732 1.7114

Q (ml /min) 7.87 10.75 put of the process. In the 3-column case there existsDe

Q (ml /min) 4.77 7.84Ex no SMB process, whereas Varicol can be operated.
Q (ml /min) 0.79 0.93Fe The feed throughput obtained is shown graphically in
Q (ml /min) 3.89 3.83Ra Fig. 8. In all cases, the Varicol process handles at (min) 1.18 1.19
] considerably higher feed rate than the SMB process.N (–) 1.0 0.491]
N (–) 2.0 2.68 Varicol reaches the same efficiency as SMB (i.e. the2]
N (–) 2.0 2.233 same relative throughput is possible) with one col-]
N (–) 1.0 0.604 umn less than SMB (5-column Varicol compared to
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity of the optimal concentration profile (Varicol process, 6 column) to the Henry coefficientH .A

6-column SMB). The productivity of the 4-column Varicol process is most pronounced for small num-
Varicol process is even higher than for an optimized bers of columns.
5-column SMB process. The superiority of the The gradient based optimizer FFSQP in principle

T able 3
Comparison of the optimized SMB and Varicol for different total numbers of columns

Objective function max(Q ): maximize the feed throughputf

Constraints Pur . 5 98.00%Ex

Pur .598.00%Ra

Dp 5 20 barmax

Number of columns 5 4 3

SMB Varicol SMB Varicol Varicol

Pur (%) 98.00 98.00 98.00 98.00 98.00Ex

Pur (%) 98.00 98.00 98.00 98.00 98.00Ra

Q (ml /min) 0.35 0.67 0.15 0.39 0.25Fe
SMB,5100?Q /Q 100.00 191.43 42.85 111.43 71.41Fe Fe

b (–) 1.502 1.520 1.594 1.238 1.9151

b (–) 1.039 1.037 1.100 1.039 1.0672

b (–) 1.089 1.060 1.049 1.060 1.0593

b (–) 1.056 1.515 1.034 1.465 1.6714

Q (ml /min) 3.28 6.23 1.85 2.60 4.38De

Q (ml /min) 2.95 4.31 1.61 1.51 3.22Ex

Q (ml /min) 0.68 2.59 0.39 1.48 1.41Ra

t (min) 2.16 1.52 4.23 2.55 3.14
]
N (–) 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.83 0.291]
N (–) 2.00 2.10 1.00 1.45 1.212]
N (–) 1.00 1.86 1.00 1.39 1.153]
N (–) 1.00 0.49 1.00 0.34 0.354
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Fig. 8. Comparison of optimized SMB and Varicol processes for different number of columns.

converges to a local optimum. In order to check that the TMB (whereas SMB is known to be equivalent
the obtained results are not likely to be sub-optimal, for sufficiently many columns). The triangle theory
in each optimization several runs were carried out here completely fails to predict the optimal operating
starting from different initial operating points. For conditions. This is mainly due to the fact that in the
the 6-column Varicol case,Fig. 9 shows the evolu- Varicol process, the discrete switching dynamics
tion of the operating points during the iterative have a stronger effect on the region of complete
optimization procedure for two different runs. Even separation. Therefore more rigorous models (i.e.
for very different initial conditions, the optimizer models which incorporate the discrete switching)
converged towards the same point. We therefore have to be used for the design of the Varicol process.
assume that this point is a global optimum. All From the optimization results given inTables 2
iterations presented inFig. 9 yield feasible points, and 3, it can be concluded that the optimalb ,2

since we are using a feasible path optimizer. In b -values in SMB and Varicol are approximately3

contrast to a classical SQP-optimizer like E04UCF equal, and in both cases are greater than 1.0. The
from the NAG Library, FFSQP checks the feasibility zones II and III are much longer in the Varicol
of the solution and stops the line search when an process than in SMB, which enables the higher feed
infeasible point is reached. This can be less efficient throughput observed in the Varicol case. Finally the
for oddly shaped feasible regions, but on the other b , b -variables, which directly influence the flow-1 4

hand for the problem at hand FFSQP is more robust rates in zones I and IV, seem to be adopted in the
than E04UCF. way that the zones I and IV fulfill their functions

The use of FFSQP is also advantageous for (i.e. regeneration of the adsorbent in zone I and
analysis purposes, since as a result of an optimi- recycling of the eluent in zone IV).
zation run we obtain a set of feasible points. InFig.
10, all these feasible points, which were obtained
during the optimization of a 6-column Varicol pro- 6 . Conclusions
cess, were plotted in the (m –m ) space. According2 3

to the equilibrium theory[4], only the triangular The rigorous optimization presented here for the
shaped region is the region of complete separation SMB and the Varicol process clearly shows that a
for the true moving bed (TMB) process.Fig. 10 higher production can be achieved with the Varicol
shows that the Varicol process is not equivalent to process compared to SMB. The benefit of the more
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Fig. 9. FFSQP-optimization runs for the 6-column Varicol process starting with different initial conditions.

flexible switching strategy of Varicol becomes more development and design of such a controller which
pronounced for fewer columns. In this work, we may use the sub-intervals as compensation variables
reported an optimization strategy to compare SMB is one important subject of our future research.
and Varicol in a systematic and fair manner and
applied it to the separation of a mixture of proprano-
lol isomers with strongly nonlinear isotherms. Due to
the more flexible use of the solid phase, the Varicol 7 . Nomenclature
process needs one column less than SMB for the
same separation task. We showed that the equilib- c (g /ml) concentration of componenti ini

rium theory used in SMB fails to predict the the bulk phase
separation behavior of the Varicol process. Thus a c (g /ml) concentration of componenti inpi

rigorous optimization strategy has to be used for an the particle phase
optimal design of the novel Varicol process. c (g /ml) internal axial concentration pro-ax,k

As discussed above, due to the high sensitivity of file
2the optimal operating points to the model parameters D (cm /s) axial dispersion coefficientax
2and to process disturbances, feedback control is D (cm /s) particle dispersion of componentp,i

needed to maintain the desired product purities. The i
optimization strategy reported in this work can act as H (cm) height equivalent to a theoretical
a setpoint generator for a low-level controller. The plate
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Fig. 10. Investigation of the triangle theory for the Varicol process.

]
H (cm) Henry coefficient fori 5 1, 2 N (–) average number of columns ini i

k (l /g) adsorption equilibrium constant, zoneii

i 5 1, 2 N (–) initial distribution of the columnsi,0

k (cm/s) film mass transfer of componenti over the zonesl,i

L (cm) column length p (–) parameter vector
m (g / l) operating parameter defined by Pur (%) product purityi j

Eq. (15) r (cm) radial coordinate in the particle
N (g / l) adsorbed phase saturation mass phase

concentration (Langmuir Iso- R (cm) particle radiusp

therm) q (g /ml) amount of adsorption of the par-i

nsp (–) total number of species ticle phase in componenti
N (–) total number of columns of an Q (ml /s) flow-ratecol,total

SMB or Varicol process t (s) time
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u (cm/s) interstitial velocity Ex extract
x (cm) axial coordinate Fe feed

3V (m ) volume of the solid phase Ra raffinateS

Greek letters S solid phase
F (–) operator representing the dynam- SMB simulated moving bed process

ical behavior from period to TMB true moving bed process
period Varicol variable column length process

b (–) transformed degrees of freedom, I, II, III, IV zones of the SMB or Varicoli

i 5 1, . . . , 4 process
l (–) linear term of the modified Lang-i

muir isotherm,i 5 1, 2
dt (–) sub-switching times,z 5 1, . . . , 4 A cknowledgementsz

´ (–) porosity of the bulk phaseb

´ (–) porosity of the particle phase The authors are indebted to P. Adam andp

´* (–) total porosity of the bed F. Guende (NOVASEP, Pompey) for their support and
t (s) period valuable input to this work. The financial support of
Subscripts the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, in the context
i componenti 5 1, 2 of the research cluster ‘‘Integrated Reaction and
j product j 5 1, 2 Separation Processes’’ at the University of Dortmund
z zones of the processz 5 1, . . . , 4 (Schm 808/5-1) under grant (DFG En 152/26) is
De desorbens very gratefully acknowledged.

A ppendix A

Parameters of the propranolol isomers mixture

Symbol Value (units) Signification

L 10.0 (cm) Column length
D 1.0 (cm) Column diameter
´ 0.4 Bulk void porosityb

´ 0.5 Particle void porosityp

´* 0.7 Total porosity´* 5´ 1 (12´ )´b b p

c 7.517.5 (g/ l) Feed concentrationsFe,i

d 20 (mm) Particle diameterp
25 2D 1.0?10 (cm /s) Particle diffusion coefficientp,i
26 2D 1.0?10 (cm /s) Axial diffusion coefficient of the bulkax,i

phase

Sp. A Sp. B
22 22k 0.56?10 0.33?10 Mass transfer resistanceeff,i

Sp. A Sp. B Extended biLangmuir isotherm

l 2.68 2.2i Nk Ci p,i
]]]]]NK 0.9412 0.4153 q 5l C 1i i i p,i 11 k C 1 k C1 p,1 2 p,2K 0.340 0.262i

H 2.04 1.647i

k 0.033 Darcy’s law: proportional factork and the0 0

maximal attainable pressure drop over a
Dp 20 (bar) chromatographic columnmax

24A 4?10 (cm) Height equivalent to theoretical plate
B 0.25735 (s) H 5 A1B u
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